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Abstract

The authors report a demonstration in which a motion-defined boundary enhances the effects 
of a lower region cue in depth perception. Although the lower region cue has been proposed as 
a potential depth cue, its effect is weak in the static image. Their demonstration reveals that the 
lower region is almost unambiguously perceived as being in front when defined by horizontal 
motion mimicking motion parallax. The authors further investigated phenomenological as-
pects of the lower region cue by combining it with other depth cues.
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A lower region cue has been proposed as one of 
the figure-ground cues (Hulleman & Hum-
phreys, 2004; Vecera & Palmer, 2006; Vecera 

et al., 2002). The lower region of  images is more likely 
to be recognized as a figure than the upper region, which 
is independent of  observer’s eye movements, contrast, 
or voluntary spatial attention. However, when the image 
is rotated at 90° and divided on the left and right, this 
asymmetry disappears (Vecera et al., 2002). Subsequent 
studies have shown that the stimuli with a wider base and 
a narrow top were more frequently recognized as a figure 
(Hulleman & Humphreys, 2004). Furthermore, the re-
gions attached to the walls with texture gradient or linear 
perspectives tended to be recognized as a figure (Vecera 
& Palmer, 2006). 

Figure-ground assignments are closely related to depth 
perception (Grossberg, 1997; Vecera et al., 2002), sug-
gesting that the lower region cue is a potential monoc-
ular depth cue. However, its effect is weak in the static 
image. For example, when the still image has a straight 
horizontal boundary, the lower region cue disappears or 
becomes weaker. In Fig. 1a with a non-straight boundary, 
the lower region appears to be a figure or is perceived as 
the front, whereas in Fig. 1b, it is challenging to identify 
which region is perceived as the front.

In this report, we present a demonstration in which the 
lower region cue can provide a significant effect in deter-
mining depth relationships. In our stimuli, the boundary 
between upper and lower regions is defined by horizontal 
motion mimicking motion parallax. Contrary to the static 
image cases in which figure-ground relationships can 
sometimes be reversed, in our demonstration the lower re-
gion is almost unambiguously perceived as being in front. 
The authors further investigate phenomenological aspects 
of the lower region cue by combining it with other mon-
ocular depth cues.

Basic finding
In Movie 1, two binary noise regions oscillate sinusoidally 
at 0.5 Hz in opposite phase with the same amplitude, 10% 
of the image width. The two regions consist of top/bot-
tom regions with horizontal motion (Movie 1a), left/right 
regions with vertical motion (Movie 1b), and top/bottom 
regions with vertical motion (Movie 1c). A schematic di-
agram of the depth perception is shown on the right of 
each movie. 

The main finding in this report is that in Movie 1a; the 
lower region of the movie is almost always perceived to be 
in front of the upper region. To confirm their phenomenal 
observations, the authors collected informal observations 
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from 18 observers (Refer to Appendix for details about 
the experiment.). The results of the informal observations 
confirmed that most observers (97.2%) perceived the 
lower region as being in front.

However, in Movie 1b, which is a 90° rotation of 
Movie 1a (in this article, all angles are rotated in counter-
clockwise rotation), the depth order of the left and right 
regions are bistable similar to Necker’s cube (Necker, 
1832). Specifically, in certain times, the left region appears 
to be in front of the right, while in other times, the right 
region appears to be in front of the left.

These observations are consistent with the characteris-
tics of a lower region cue in figure-ground segmentation: 
(1) asymmetry in a figure-ground assignment in the upper 
and lower regions and (2) disappearance of this asymme-
try when the movie is rotated at 90°. The demonstrations 
suggest that a lower region cue can contribute to depth 
identification in horizontal-motion-defined regions.

To make the lower region cue effective, it may be es-
sential to move the two regions with horizontal motion 
mimicking motion parallax. In Movie 1c, which has ver-
tical motion with a horizontal boundary, the depth order 
is more ambiguous than in Movie 1a. The two regions are 
sometimes perceived to be almost flat.

Furthermore, when the movie is observed from above 
by leaning forward, the same perception can be obtained: 
the region closer to the observer’s body is perceived as 
being in front. Even when the movie is observed with 
monocular vision, the depth order is almost stable. The 
perceived depth disappears once the horizontal motion of 
the movie is stopped. Note that the movie size, the speed 
of the dots, and the gaze movement may affect the depth 
perception of Movies 1a–c, and one can find a specific 
condition in which the upper region appears to be in 
front. We leave these questions for a future study.

Dynamic versus static
The velocity cue is known as one of the depth cues (Braun-
stein & Andersen, 1981; Kaneko & Uchikawa, 1993); 
fast-moving regions are more likely to appear closer than 
the slow-moving regions. In the present study, the authors 
investigate whether the lower region cue or the velocity 
cue is dominant in determining depth perception of the 
illusion. Stimulus movies with one region static from 
Movie 1 are shown in Movie 2.

In Movies 2a and b, the majority of observers reported 
that the lower region was perceived to be in front of 
the upper region, even when the lower region was static 
(Movie 2a: 77.8%, 2b: 94.4%). When the movie was ro-
tated at 90°, the dynamic region tended to appear in front 
of the static region (Movie 2c: 55.6%, 2d: 58.3%). The 
authors further confirmed this tendency in our observa-
tion. When the regions were separated with the horizontal 
boundary, the lower region was predominantly perceived 
as being in front and the reversal of depth order was less 
frequent compared with the 90°-rotated version of the 
stimulus.

These observations suggest that the lower region cue is 
more dominant than the velocity cue in Movies 2a and b. 
Specifically, the lower region appears to be in front of the 
upper region in Movie 2a, even when the lower region cue 
and the velocity cue conflict with each other. However, the 
authors believe that this conflict reduced the frequency of 
perceiving the lower region to be ‘in front’ in Movie 2a, 
compared with Movie 2b in our results. When the movie 

Fig. 1. Sample images related to the lower region cue with 
(a) a non-straight boundary and (b) a straight boundary. The 
former image was created with reference to the one in the 
previous study (Vecera et al., 2002). 

(a) (b)

Movie 1. Stimulus movies with a motion-defined boundary. 
The movies consist of two regions, (a) top/bottom regions 
with horizontal motion, (b) left/right regions with vertical 
motion, and (c) top/bottom regions with vertical motion, os-
cillating at 0.5 Hz with the same amplitude (10% of the image 
width) and opposite phase. A schematic diagram of depth 
perception is shown on the right of each movie.
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is tilted at 90°, (Movies 2c and d), the lower region cue 
disappears; hence the dynamic region should appear in 
front more often. However, the rate of the dynamic region 
perceived as being ‘in front’ was close to the chance rate 
(50%), suggesting that the effect of the velocity cue was 
not strong in these demonstrations.

Discrete versus smooth
Next, let us explore whether the presence of  motion con-
tinuity preserves the illusion. Movie 3 presents a continu-
ous variation of  Movie 2. The i-th pixel from the bottom 
of  Movie 3a with N-pixel square (N = 256) moves at a 

rate of  i
i
N

0.1= ×  to the image width as the oscillation 

amplitude. Specifically, the binary noise moves at 10% of 

the image width at the very top of  Movie 3a and static 
at the very bottom. Furthermore, the amplitude of  its 
motion decays continuously and linearly from top to 
bottom.

According to the informal study, in Movies 3a–d, the 
majority of the observers reported that the region with 
faster motion appeared to be in front (Movie 3a: 75.0%, 
3b: 86.1%, 3c: 80.6%, 3d: 77.8%). Accordingly, in the 
movie with continuous motion, the velocity cue is more 
dominant in determining the depth order than the lower 
region cue. Notably, this contradicts the results obtained 
with discrete motion (Movie 2).

Although this discrepancy cannot be explained conclu-
sively, a previous study that investigated depth perception 
using stimulus configuration similar to ours reported that 
the perceived depth order became less stable when discon-
tinuity of the velocity existed (Kitazaki & Shimojo, 1998). 
However, the given study did not report the lower region 

Movie 2. Stimulus movies with one region static from Movie 
1. Each movie is rotated at (a) 0°, (b) 180°, (c) 90°, (d) 270° 
from Movie 2a. A schematic diagram of depth perception is 
shown on the right of each movie.
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Movie 3. Continuous variation of Movie 2. The motion am-
plitude at the top and bottom of the movie is the same as that 
in Movie 2 and the motion between them alters continuously. 
The movie is rotated at (a) 0°, (b) 180°, (c) 90°, (d) 270°. A 
schematic diagram of depth perception is shown on the right 
of each movie.
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bias found in our study, possibly because of the differ-
ence in the experimental protocol such as the presence of 
self-motion in their study.

In addition, the depth order was relatively unstable 
when the upper side moved faster (Movie 3a). According 
to our observation, the upper part of the movie was often 
perceived as being in front. However, at some points, the 
lower part appeared to be in front, and at other times, the 
movie appeared to be almost flat. This ambiguity in per-
ception may be caused by the conflict between the lower 
region cue and the velocity cue.

Presence of an occlusion cue
A previous study reported that a region with faster ac-
cretion/deletion was more likely to be perceived as being 
behind another region (Kaplan, 1969). This dynamic oc-
clusion cue with accretion/deletion is known as a mon-
ocular depth cue. In this section, we examine whether 
the occlusion cue or the lower region cue is dominant in-
depth identification.

Movie 4 shows stimulus movies in the presence of an 
occlusion cue with a static region. The movies are created 
by changing 10% width of the static region in Movie 2 
to a dynamic region that moves with the same phase and 
amplitude as the residual dynamic region.

In the informal experiment, observers more often 
(63.9%) perceived the occluding region as being in front, 
even when the occlusion cue and the lower region cue 
conflicted with each other (Movie 4b). However, the 
probability that the occluding region appeared in front 
was slightly lower than the other conditions (Movie 4a: 
83.3%, 4c: 83.3%, 4d: 72.2%). These results suggest that 
the occlusion cue is more dominant than the lower re-
gion cue.

The demonstrations in Movies 4a–d also contain the 
velocity cue. The occlusion cue conflicts with the velocity 
cue and the lower region cue in Movie 4b and conflicts 
with the velocity cue in all the demonstrations in Movie 4. 
This may explain why the occluding region is not always 
perceived as being in front.

Regarding the qualitative appearance, it is observed 
that the entire area of the lower occluding region is per-
ceived as being in front of the dynamic region in Movie 
4a. However, in Movie 4b, the depth order appears to be 
reversed from the left to the right side of the occluding 
region such that the static region is perceived as being in 
front near the boundary with the dynamic occlusion. Si-
multaneously, the dynamic region appears to be in front 
away from the boundary. Qualitatively, similar depth per-
ception can be observed in Movies 4c and d. This may be 
the result of the interpretation of the visual system, such 
that the local depth cues do not conflict with each other 
as much as possible.

Conclusion 
In this study, we first demonstrated that the horizontal mo-
tion mimicking motion parallax can enhance the lower re-
gion cue as a depth cue such that the lower half region of 
the movie is perceived almost unambiguously as being in 
front of the upper region. In a series of demonstrations, we 
showed that the lower region cue dominated the velocity cue 
in the stimuli with motion discontinuity. However, the rela-
tionship could be reversed in the stimulus with a continuous 
velocity change from the upper to lower region. Further-
more, in the movies with occlusion cue, the occluding region 
appeared as being in front, suggesting that the occlusion cue 
is more dominant than the lower region cue. Although these 
results help to estimate the strength of the lower region cue 
with respect to the other depth cues, there is no guarantee 
that the same pattern would hold for other stimulus config-
urations with different velocity, texture patterns, shapes, and 
visual angle. We leave this issue for future study.

Movie 4. Stimulus movies in the presence of an occlusion 
cue with a static region. The stimuli are created by replacing 
10% of static region in Movie 2 into the dynamic region. The 
movie is rotated at (a) 0°, (b) 180°, (c) 90°, and (d) 270° from 
Movie 4a. A schematic diagram of depth perception is shown 
on the right of each movie.
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Appendix
The informal observations were collected from 18 partic-
ipants aged between 19 and 59 years with normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision (the authors did not take part as 
participants). The 14 movies presented in this study, except 
for Movie 1c, were tested. Each stimulus was presented 
twice in a randomized order. The movies were displayed 
as a 30 Hz image sequence on a web browser. A credit card 
was used as a reference of known size to adjust the image 
scale such that the stimulus size was 5 cm square at each ob-
server’s screen. The participants observed the movies from 
approximately 60 cm apart and chose whether the upper or 
lower (left or right) side of each movie appeared in front. 
The participants answered their choice by means of a hor-
izontally arranged two buttons corresponding to the upper 
and lower (left and right) region. There was no time limit 
and the participants could observe the stimuli for as long 
as they needed.

The summary of  the results is shown in Table 1. The 
columns of  Table 1 show the percentage in which the 
lower (right) side for each movie appeared as being in 
front. One condition (i.e. Movie 1b) was not found to 
be consistent with the observation of  the authors. In 
Movie 1b, the depth order was expected to be the most 
ambiguous because there was no depth cue that could 
provide a biased response. However, in 29 of  36 trials, 
the participants answered that the right side appeared to 
be in front. Currently, there is no definitive answer to ex-
plain this bias, although it may be accounted for to some 
extent by the hysteresis effect (Bonaiuto et al., 2016). 
Specifically, it can be assumed that the participants 
pressed the same response button as in the previous trial 
because the decisions were particularly challenging in 

this condition1. Furthermore, the result might be related 
to the visual system’s left-right asymmetry in the depth 
interpretation (Sun & Perona, 1998). This issue will be 
clarified in future study.
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Table 1. Summary of results obtained in the informal observation

Movie Lower region  
appears in front

Right region  
appears in front

Movie 1a 97.2% (35/36) -

Movie 1b - 80.6% (29/36)

Movie 2a 77.8% (28/36) -

Movie 2b 94.4% (34/36) -

Movie 2c - 44.4% (16/36)

Movie 2d - 58.3% (21/36)

Movie 3a 25.0% (9/36) -

Movie 3b 86.1% (31/36) -

Movie 3c - 19.4% (7/36)

Movie 3d - 77.8% (28/36)

Movie 4a 83.3% (30/36) -

Movie 4b 36.1% (13/36) -

Movie 4c - 83.3% (30/36)

Movie 4d - 27.8% (10/36)
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